Mechanical model of an arched basilar membrane in the gerbil cochlea.
The frequency selectivity of a gerbil cochlea, unlike other mammals, does not depend on varying thickness and width of its basilar membrane from the basal to the apical end. We model the gerbil arched basilar membrane focusing on the radial tension, embedded fiber thickness, and the membrane arch, which replace the functionality of the variation in thickness and width. The model is verified with the previous gerbil cochlea model which estimated the equivalent basilar membrane thickness and is shown to be more accurate than the flat sandwiched basilar membrane model. The simple sinusoidal-shaped bending mode assumption in previous models is found to be valid in the present model with <12% error. Parametric study on the present model shows that fiber thickness contribution to the membrane stiffness is close to the 3rd order, higher than the 1st order estimation of previous models. We found that the effective Young's modulus of the fiber bundle is at least 6 orders higher than the shear modulus of the soft-cells and the membrane radial bending stiffness is more sensitive to the membrane arch and the shear modulus of the soft-cells near the apical end.